
Photo/and Video Framing Assignment-Common Shots 

( Wide Shot)
The view is so far from the 

subject that he isn't even 
visible. Often used as an

establishing shot

FS Full Shot
The subject takes up the full frame, 

or at least as much 
as comfortably possible.

AKA: long shot, Wide Shot

MS (Mid Shot)
Shows some part of the subject in more 
detail while still giving an impression 

of the whole subject.
(from the waist up)

MCU (Medium Close Up)
Half way between a MS and a CU

(from the chest up)

________done ________done ________done ________done

CU (Close Up)
A certain feature or part of the subject 

takes up the whole frame.
(from the shoulders up)

ECU (Extreme Close Up)
The ECU gets right in and shows 

extreme detail.

(OSS) Over-the-Shoulder Shot
Looking from behind a person at the 

subject.

Cut-In
Shows some (other) 

part of the subject in detail.

________done ________done

________done

________done

Point-of-View Shot (POV)
Shows a view from the 
subject's perspective.

Group  Members Names___________________________

Use this as your guide & Checklist
Shoot the 9 shots
edit in photoshop

add all 9 to google slides

________done



Photo/and Video Framing Assignment-Common Angles 

Low Angle High Angle
A high angle shows the 
subject from above, i.e. 

the camera is angled down 
towards the subject. This has 
the effect of diminishing the 
subject, making them appear 

less powerful, less significant
or even submissive.

_____________________________

Eye LevelBirds Eye-Aerial

Dutch Tilt-slantedWorms Eye

This shows the subject from 
below, giving them the 

impression of being 
more powerful or dominant.

The scene is shown from directly 
above. This is a completely 
different and somewhat 
unnatural point of view which 
can be used for dramatic effect 
or for showing a different 
spatial perspective.

In drama it can be used to show 
the positions and motions of 
different characters and 
objects

This is the most common view, 
being the real-world angle that 

we are all used to. It shows 
subjects as we would expect to 
see them in real life. It is a fairly 

neutral shot.

this is where the camera is purposely 
tilted to one side so the horizon is 

on an angle. This creates an
 interesting and dramatic effect. 

A worm's-eye view is a view of an 
object from below, as though 

the observer were a worm; 
the opposite of a bird's-eye view.

It can be used to look up to 
something to make an object

 look tall, strong, and mighty 
while the viewer feels child-like 

or powerless

_________done _________done

_________done _________done _________done_________done

Put a checkmark next
to the done column

when you have shot each angle

Checklist

Use this as your guide & Checklist
Shoot the 6 angles
edit in photoshop

add all 6 to google slides
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